1. Gathering Coordinators
Contacts:
___ Other Gathering Coordinator
___ All Previous Gathering Coordinators
___ All Other Coordinators

Before the Gathering:
___ 8 weeks before the Gathering
___ Choose a theme
___ Create a plan for overall events and logistics
___ Design and write a Gathering Call
___ Design and write a confirmation letter
(Usually done 2-3 weeks before the start of the
gathering)
___ Provide directions and other pertinent
information: ride share, driving time, etc. (this
is part of the confirmation letter)
___ Include a “What to Bring” list:
medications, bedding, towel, sunscreen,
flashlight, drag, snacks to share with snack
table, etc.
___ Include a “What NOT to Bring” list:
drugs, alcohol, pets (service animals
excepted), fireworks
___ Confirm there is a cook (resource coordinator
does that)
___ Create a timetable for Gathering events
___ Utilize Billenet when appropriate
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___ Important phone numbers:
___ All Coordinators
___ Billy Office (707) 545-1044
___ Saratoga Springs (707) 275-9503
___ 6 weeks before the Gathering
___ Fill remaining coordinator roles
___ Remind all coordinators to REGISTER
___ Convene a coordinator meeting
___ 4 weeks before the Gathering
___ Create a list of supplies needed
___ 2 weeks before the Gathering
___ Meet with Coordinators
During the Gathering:
___ One Gathering Coordinator in attendance always
___ Check in with Coordinators throughout Gathering
___ Attend opening circle
___ Introduce Coordinators
___ Make needed announcements
___ Mid-way through Gathering, have lunch with
Coordinators
At the Conclusion of the Gathering:
___ Make sure that the Gathering site has been left
clean by the Tear Down/Clean Up crew (Site
Restoration)
___ Make sure all supplies get returned to wherever
they came from.
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___ Walk through with facility staff to be sure things
are cleaned up properly
During the Week after the Gathering:
___ Write an article about the Gathering for rhe Billy
Bulletin: describe highlights of the Gathering,
acknowledge coordinators and others who
contributed
___ Send each of your coordinators a ‘thank you’ note
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Gathering Coordinators’ Contact List:
Position

Name

Phone Numbers

Email___________

Gathering Coordinators_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Preregistration Coordinator

Billy Resource Coordinator (707) 462-0766

office@billyclub.org

Ride Share Coordinator_________________________________________________________________
Lodging Coordinator___________________________________________________________________
Site Prep Coordinator___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__
On-Site Registration Coordinator ________________________________________________________
Volunteer Coordinator
__________________________________________________________________
Safety/First Aid Coordinator______________________________________________________________
Billy Boutique Coordinator_______________________________________________________________
Ritual Coordinator______________________________________________________________________
Emotional Support Coordinator
___________________________________________________________
Heart Circle Coordinator_________________________________________________________________
Workshop Coordinator
__________________________________________________________________
Talent/No Talent Show Coordinator
_______________________________________________________
Housekeeping Coordinator
______________________________________________________________
Kitchen Coordinator
____________________________________________________________________
Snack Table Coordinator ________________________________________________________________
Site Tear Down/Clean Up Coordinator______________________________________________________
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Welcome New Billys and Billykin (What happens to
this, is it only something general coordinators have to
read for themselves? How is this a checklist?)
We are glad you are here. We hope you will be able to attend Billy 101, an
orientation to the Billys Club and our community to be held during this
Gathering. We also invite you to be part of a morning Heart Circle. Many of
us feel that this is our defining ritual.
We’ve all had ups and downs at Gatherings, and we’ve all felt alone in a crowd
here at sometimes. This feeling can be especially pronounced for new Billys
and Billykin. Remember that it’s fine to take time for yourself; you don’t
have to do everything that’s scheduled. And if you have questions or just
want to check in, most Billys and Billykin are warmly open to talking.
As a community, we bring gay and bisexual men – and our friends – together
around heart and openness, breaking the patterns of distance and wariness
that characterize some aspects of the overall gay community. Please be
aware that, while we try to establish safety in our connections, we realize
that we are each in charge of our own boundaries and safety. We aren’t
perfect, but as community members, we’re learning and growing.
New energy and insight are important parts of the Billys Club. We’re glad
that you are here, bringing your unique gifts to our community. Welcome.
Meal times are posted with other schedule information at the main lodge
and a bell is rung when a meal is ready to be served.
There is an Opening Circle Thursday evening, and everyone is invited.
Heart Circle will be at 9:30 every morning.
Billy 101 will be offered on Friday at 4:00 p.m., and new Billies and Billykin
are especially encouraged to attend.
Announcements happen at the Opening Ritual and before meals and Heart
Circles.
A ride board (rides needed and offered) and Lost and Found are in the
main lodge.
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6. On Site Check-In Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Assemble a Registration Team
___ Be aware of financial policies
___ Registration Supplies: registration list master
___ Assignment materials: condoms, gathering rosters, housing
list (if available), pens & markers, photo roster of
coordinators/subcoordinators (if available), registration list
copy, welcome sheet copies, laminated poison oak sheets
___ Establish registration times and place
At the Gathering:
___ Check people in
___ Welcome people warmly, esp. new Billys and Returning
Billys (marked on the master list)
___ Coordinate with meal times
___ Inform people of volunteer duties sign up
___ Refer people to housing coordinator if sleeping indoors
___ Provide handouts: gathering directory, welcome sheet, etc
___ Request tardy registrants to check in
___ No payments may be taken at the gathering
End of each day:
___ Tally people attending, Nights and Days
End of the gathering:
___ Provide master registration list to Resource Coordinator
___ Make yourself available to answer any questions

Doing the Actual Registration:
___ Mark who has arrived
___ Circle the nights each person has confirmed they are staying.
___ Note any monies owed for nights added during the gathering
___ For problems, consult with Resource Coordinator or
Gathering Coordinators
___ Note unused nights or extension requests

16. Kitchen Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
___ Site Tear Preparation Coordinator
___ Site Tear Down/Clean up Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Confer with cook to determine number of volunteers needed
___ Review list for experienced volunteers
___ Determine if there are special food events
___ Determine if tables and chairs will be needed for outdoor
dining
___ Determine if extra equipment is needed and arrange transport
with Site Preparation Coordinator
___ Provide Volunteer Coordinator with list of volunteer needs
___ Verify mealtimes with Gathering Coordinators:
Breakfast 8:00 – 9:00
Lunch 12:00 – 1:00
Dinner 6:00 – 7:00
___ Create a schedule for shifts and determine individual
assignments
During the Gathering:
___ Familiarize and stress Food SAFETY procedures
___ Secure and arrange dining environment: tables, chairs,
dishes, eating and serving utensils, bowls, etc.
___ Post schedules and lists in kitchen for easy reference
___ Oversee and maintain smooth running of kitchen
___ Assure that volunteers are trained on kitchen equipment they
will use

___ Manage burn out of kitchen volunteers
___ Prepare for spontaneous grocery runs
___ Assist cook in happily accomplishing their job
___ When applicable, arrange for late night clean-up or dessert
service
___ If needed, assist with transport of food to site
___ Discuss final meal and clean-up with cook
___ Coordinate with Site Clean-up crew regarding final meals
and leftovers

Individual areas of performance:
___ Alarm clocks for breakfast prep crew
___ Locate and know how to run equipment: dishwashing
machine, lights, fans, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
___ Check with cook before meals for any unseen needs
___ Are food servers needed, how many, how used
___ Suggested station checklists:
___ Toaster Station: bread, bagels and English muffins,
butter, margarine, peanut butter, cream cheese, jams,
jellies
___ Cereal Station: assorted dry cereals and granolas, whole
milk, nonfat milk, soy milk, rice milk, yogurt, fresh
seasonal fruit
After the Gathering:
___ List and return unused dry goods to the Billy Office
___ If leftovers are not being saved for Tear Down/Clean Up
crew, they may be divided up and distributed among
departing participants
___ Make sure kitchen, dining and lodge area is left clean and
everything is put away or returned to where it belongs

20. Dish Dude
___ Set up soaking bins for participants to place dirty
items in: one for dishes and bowls, one for mugs and
cups, one for utensils
___ Determine sterilization procedures needed
___ Clean pots and kitchen utensils
___ Locate trash can, compost buckets and recycle bins
___ At end of gathering, scour site areas for items left out
on grounds or in cabin – mugs, cups, etc
___ Return kitchen wash areas and floors to original
condition on the last day:
___ All soaking bins need to sanitized and put back on
the shelf below the pass-through window.
___ All dishes and utensils that where put out in the
lodge’s main room need to be returned to kitchen
cupboards for storage.
___ The kitchen pass-through window, sterilizing area
and sinks need to be scrubbed clean.
___ The sinks in the kitchen proper need to be
scrubbed clean.
___ The counters in the main part of the kitchen need
to be wiped down.
___ The kitchen and dish-washing area floors need to
be mopped.
After the Gathering:
___ List and return unused/unopened food to the Billy
Office
___ Leftovers might be divided up and distributed among
departing participants
___ Make sure kitchen area is left clean and everything is
put away or returned to where it belongs

4. Housing Coordinator	
  
Campers will find their own outdoor spaces for the Gathering
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ List of Billys and Billykin requesting indoor housing
___ Diagram of indoor beds available
___ Create a “housing list”.
___ Assign people making specific indoor requests
___ Enter each person’s name on site housing diagram.
___ Private rooms - Priority consideration.
___ Cook
___ General Coordinators
___ Medical or special needs persons
___ Board/Resource Coordinator
___ Couples may be given preference for double beds
___ Housing requests received after the deadline
___ Check for spatial conflicts workshops, events, etc.
At the Gathering:
___ Bring copy of housing list to Gathering
___ Note exceptions and notify all concerned
___ Arrive early on the first day
___ Inform people of their lodging assignments
___ Handle conflicts
___ Stay available as people arrive

3. Ride Share Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator

Before the Gathering:
___ Review the list, create a system for the driver and rider data.
___ Useful date to acquire: drivers, number of riders per driver,
riders, departure neighborhood, departure date, departure
time, area codes, etc.
___ Ask riders for possible drivers
___ Sample spreadsheet below:
Departure	
  
Date	
  

Leaving	
  
from	
  

Drivers	
  
(name,	
  how	
  
many	
  
passengers	
  
they	
  can	
  
take)	
  

Riders	
  
(Passenger	
  
names)	
  

Status	
  (For	
  
instance,	
  “Called,	
  
left	
  message	
  on	
  
[date/time]”)	
  

Confirmation	
  
<Fill	
  in	
  	
  when	
  
rideshare	
  is	
  
confirmed.>	
  

Wednesday	
  

North	
  of	
  SF	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

East	
  Bay	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

SF	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

___ Contact the drivers and riders
___ Note matches and confirmations
___ One way rides
During the Gathering:
___ Create a ride board for returning including name, day of ride,
time of ride, offering a ride, wanting a ride, destination, etc.

___ Make announcements, encourage riders to sign up, announce
transportation needs, will someone volunteer to offer
___ Consider public transportation options
___ Check the list to make sure everyone finds a ride

12. Heart Circle Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Previous Heart Circle Coordinators
Before the Gathering:
___ Confer with Gathering Coordinators regarding theme
and times
___ Solicit facilitators
___ Review personal experience in Heart Circle
___ Review the following in Billy Gathering Manual:
___COORDINATION OF THE HEART CIRCLE
___ THE COORDINATOR ROLE

Before the Heart Circle:
___ LOGISTICS:
___ Determine a location and a time
___ Prepare and sanctify a space
___ Comfort of participants: a flat, quiet, private space
with few distractions, shade, warmth, pillows,
mats, chairs, drinking water, snacks such as fruit
___ Gather components for an Altar
___ Gather talismans: flowers, sacred objects, objects
of personal significance, etc.
During the Heart Circle:
___ COMPONENTS:

___ Announcements
___ Describing the Circle
___ To speak deeply and personally from a heart space
and to witness each other’s sharing
___ Talisman as an object giving the right to speak to
the circle
___ Emphasis on emotional authenticity rather than on
story telling.
___ “I” statements
___ Okay to pass when the talisman comes around
___ Giving focus and support to talisman holder
___ No Crosstalk
___ Don’t make assumptions about who is present in
circle
___ Avoid the tendency to plan share ahead of time,
stay present to the current speaker
___ Explain the Hisssss borrowed from the Radical
Fairies
___ Respect confidentiality
___ Leave and return to the Circle respectfully and
without causing an interruption
___ Time constraints
___ Begin as soon as a critical mass assembles
___ Purification, grounding, focusing of intent,
opening of hearts, creation of community, connect
with Spirit
Talismanic Process:
___ Passed hand to hand around the circle
___ Placed in the center (popcorn)
___ Both on alternate days

Interventions:
___ There is no hierarchy. Everyone’s in charge!
___ Suggest a stretch between speakers
___ Remind people of time considerations
___ Give a gentle reminder of the guidelines
___ Crisis or breakdown while speaking, remaining
focused and respectfully silent
___ Remind others to let participant have their space in an
emotional moment
___ Delicate interventions if someone uses abusive
language or makes attacks or simply talks too long
Closing:
___ Close the Heart Circle with ritual
___ Ask if there’s anyone left who really needs to speak
and accommodate the person in some way
___ Thank everyone for their contributions, breathe
together, be silent for a minute, sing a song together,
do the hokey pokey or a hip hip hooray
Never final words

7. Volunteer Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Resource Coordinator
___ General Gathering Coordinators
___ Registration Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Determine number of attendees each day
___ Determine number of volunteers needed by checking with
Cook, Dish Dude and General Coordinators
___ Coordinate with Registration Team
___ Create schedule and post visibly
___ Create volunteer sign up lists include (totally variable
based on expected size of the gathering, a 45 person gathering
will have fewer slots for meal prep than a 150 person gathering,
for example)
___ BEVERAGES: morning coffee – 1 slot; during the day - 2
slots; evening - 2 slots
___ SUPPLY RUNNER - 1 slot
___ FOOD PREP: breakfast - 4 slots; lunch - 4 slots; dinner – 4
slots
___ DISH CLEAN UP: breakfast – 4 slots; before lunch - 4 slots;
after lunch - 6 slots; before dinner - 4 slots; after dinner - 6
slots; late night - 4 slots

During the Gathering:
___ Bring your lists and supplies to Gathering
___ List committed volunteers and their teams
___ Post schedule of events for signing up
___ Arrive at Gathering Site early on first day to encourage
volunteers to sign up
___ Post sign up sheets in easily accessible manner near
registration table
___ Remind volunteers of alarm clocks

___ Make sure the names on the sign up sheets are legible with
both first and last name
___ Match ability of volunteer to activity
___ Volunteering is Requested but not Punished. (It is required,
as we couldn’t produce these gatherings without volunteers! It’s
also requested frequently in the gathering call and other
publicity, and part of our community value of participation. We
need to promote volunteering, but not undermine it with fear of
requirements.)
Barriers to watch for:
___ Monitor volunteer assignments and events to avoid
conflicts
___ Manage “no-shows” judiciously
___ Clarify to volunteer: when, where, and to whom to report
for each assignment
___ “Bad attitude from volunteer” – ask for advice, avoid
shame and guilt, keep perspective

Materials Available from Billy Office:
___ roll of white paper
___ markers
Helpful Techniques and Hints:
___ Monitor sign up sheets
___ Be aware of blank slots and recruit
___ Seek out and guide late comers and night arrivals to sign up
sheets
___ Dish cleaners for that meal may go to the head of the meal
line they are cleaning for
___ Make sure to get volunteers ahead of time for all the work
shifts on the last day of the Gathering.
___ Announce volunteer needs and blank spots during meal
circles so slots the next day are filled, especially for
breakfast prep and clean up, and late night cleanup. Delay
meal if needed to be sure slots are filled.

14. Talent/No Talent Show Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Site Preparation Coordinator

Before the Gathering:
___ Find an MC to host the show
___ Find a Stage Coordinator to design and build the stage
___ Determine equipment needs: backdrop, rope, hammer,
nails, chairs, tables, backstage mirror and light for
performers
___ Tech equipment: mics, lights, extension cords, sound
equipment (tape/CD player, speakers, amplifier)
___ Optional: portable piano, Xmas lights
___ Assemble a work crew: emcee, sound technician,
microphone mixer, two stage hands, lamp, stage crew,
stage coordinator
During the Gathering:
___ Post a Talent/No Talent Show sign up sheet: name,
description of act, and length of time needed, etc.
___ Gather volunteers for stage set up crew.
___ Make several announcements encouraging performers
to sign up
___ Speak to and make notes on each performer: name of
performer, stage name, type of act (song, poem, drag

show), mood (cheery, upbeat, heart wrenching,
outrageously over the top), length of act, desired slot
in the show, props needed, tapes or CD’s, special
requests
___ Backstage items: water, cups, napkins, flashlights, list
of performers and schedule
___ Duplicate and distribute lists: emcee, sound
technician, stage hands
After the Show:
___ Break down stage ASAP
___ Thank stage crew and any volunteers from the
audience

15. Housekeeping Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Site Staff Individual
___ Volunteer Coordinator

Before the Gathering:
___ Create schedule of shifts
___ Determine details of activities: trash disposal, cleaning
supplies, tools and equipment needed
___ Outline areas of focus for volunteers: main lodge,
cabins, Heart Lodge, pool, bathrooms
___ Assemble volunteer team
During the Gathering:
___ Assign areas of focus: main lodge, cabins, Heart
Lodge, pool, bathrooms to individual volunteers
___ Make rounds daily to check and support volunteers

10. Ritual Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Site Preparation Coordinator
___ Emotional Support Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Conference with Gathering Coordinators
___ Begin to design appropriate rituals
___ Consider needs: space, supplies, set up, presentation,
break down and clean up
At the Gathering:
___ Opening Circle Ritual
___ Initiating/Welcoming New Billys and Billykin Ritual
___ Other Rituals
___ Closing Circle Ritual

8. Safety/First Aid Coordinator
Contacts:
Before the Gathering:
___ Find location and phone number of nearest hospital or
clinic
___ Give Gathering Coordinators this information
___ Post at the Gathering site.
___ Obtain list of medical care providers who have

volunteered to be available
___ Call them and find out:
___ Which days they will attend
___ What they are able to help with
___ Whether it’s all right to call upon them during an
emergency
___ Ascertain where each is sleeping

___ Verify the first aid kit is supplied and available
___ If epinephrine is needed, a prescription will be
required
During the Gathering:
___ Find out the location and contents of all first aid kits at
Gathering site
___ Verify first aid kits are fully stocked
___ Make sure local hospital and clinic emergency phone
numbers are posted.
___ Announce that medical help is available
___ Identify your level of medical skills
___ Identify other medical persons who have volunteered

___ Identify locations of all first aid kits and emergency
phone numbers
___ Describe and caution about poison oak, avoidance and
what to do
___ Remind people that pets on the Gathering site can
transmit poison oak

___ First Aid Kit Contents:
4 oz
16 oz
16 oz
8 oz
72 tabs
8 oz
50 ct
12 oz
2 oz
2 oz
1 ct
8 oz
250 ct
80 ct
24 ct
1/2 oz
4 oz
1 oz
6 oz
? oz
170 ct
100 ct
12 ct
4yds
10 ct
10 ct
20 ct
5 yds
1 set
4 ct
1 pair
10 ct
10 ct
several
1 ct
1 ct
?
1 bottle
10

sunblock
rubbing alcohol
hydrogen peroxide
aloe vera gel
Tums
Pepto-Bismol
disposable latex gloves
poison oak cleanser
poison oak pre-exposure lotion
poison oak itch-relief cream
instant cold pack
Hibiclens
aspirin
Excedrin non aspirin
Benadryl allergy medication
Neosporin Plus
Water Jel burn jel
hydrocortisone antibiotic ointment
insect repellant
Sting-eze for insect bites
Q-tips
cotton balls
4”x 3” non-adhering pads
4” stretch gauze
2”x 3” Telfa pads
2” flex fabric bandages
1” flex fabric bandages
Wet Pruf adhesive tape
tweezers
needles
bandage scissors
moist towelettes
sterile general use sponges
“twisted ankle” wraps
“Sam” splint (foam)
Epinephrine auto-injector (anaphylaxis)
iodine
Rescue Remedy
tongue depressors

18. Site Restoration Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Site Preparation Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Use registration list to determine volunteers with
appropriate equipment or vehicles
___ Consult with Site Preparation Coordinator to
determine needs
During the Gathering:
___ Make mealtime announcements regarding Lost and
Found articles
___ Obtain from Site Preparation Coordinator the Billy
office inventory check in/check out list
___ Obtain lists of items belonging to site needed to clean
and/or returned to some other place
___ Meet with volunteer team to prepare for action
detailing any specific challenges
___ Consider and arrange for any food needs
___ Arrange to have the key for the Billy Office
On last day of the Gathering:
___Using lists from the Site Preparation Coordinator,
break down and clean up site
___ Break down and clean up the snack table area
___ Load up the trucks

___ Make sure that items belonging to site have been
returned to their places
___ If using kitchen, leave dishes washed and kitchen
clean
___ Check with site management that they are satisfied
with the clean up
___ Return equipment and supplies to the Billy Office
(make sure you have key to office)
___ Put everything away in a neat and orderly fashion
Here is a partial, sample list of activities:
___ Sweep the lodges
___ Vacuum
___ Load trucks
Here is a partial, sample list of items to return to Billy Office:
___ Banners
___ Parachutes
___ Tents
___ Tables
___ Chairs
___ Lemonade/water containers
___ Thermos-type pump dispensers for cream and milk
used at the coffee station
___ First aid box
___ Billy Boutique items
___ Arts and crafts materials
___ Decorative fabric
___ Drag bag
___ Stage lighting, curtain, electrical cords, etc.
___ Trash
___ Lost and Found items
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5. Site Preparation

(This	
  position	
  is	
  mostly	
  theoretical,	
  it	
  hasn’t	
  
been	
  filled/used	
  in	
  many	
  years.	
  Right	
  now	
  gathering	
  coordinators	
  seem	
  to	
  
manage	
  doing	
  this	
  themselves.)

Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Representative from the Gathering site
___ Volunteer Coordinator
___ Ritual Coordinator
___ Talent/No Talent Show Coordinator
___ Workshop Coordinator
___ Kitchen Coordinator
___ Tear Down/Clean Up Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Pull together a good team
___ People driving mostly empty trucks
___ Arrange food for crew
___ Keys to Billy Office
___ List of items needed to transport, registration box,
gathering rosters, Billy Times, cash boxes, keys, blank
paper, pens, pencils, tape, push pins, butcher paper,
markers, “Howdy Billy” brochures, easels, etc.
___ Billy Boutique Merchandise: caps, mugs, T-shirts,
sweat shirts, sarongs, etc.
___ Lost and Found Box
___ Boutique tent
___ First Aid Kit
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___ Decorations: banners, parachutes, lights, etc.
___ Stage Equipment: spotlights, stage lights, cords, ropes,
tarps, etc.
___ Arts and Crafts Supplies: paints, brushes, paper,
crayons, chalk, markers, ribbons, fabric, mask making
supplies, water colors, colored construction paper,
scissors, glues, beads, colorful and erotic magazines,
etc.
At the Gathering
___ Arrive at the site the day before
___ Prep the site
___ Set up the site
After the Gathering
___ Pass along the following items:
___ Inventory sheet
___ Keys to the Billy Office
___ Information assisting the return of the site to original
condition.

17. Snack & Beverage Babe
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Convey volunteer needs to Volunteer coordinator.
___ Determine scope of snack function: snack table, snack
and snuggle lounge, etc.
___ Determine location of snacks
___ Confirm mealtimes
___ Assess when and what beverages to have available;
before breakfast, all day long, other
___ Determine number of volunteers needed
___ To make the morning coffee and set up the snack
table
___ To restock snack table, to check up on perimeter
water stations and bus dirty dishes found
___ To restock snack table before and after dinner and
after 10:00 PM
___ Locate a tablecloth, some decorations and pretty bowls
to use to make snack table attractive, fun, homey,
inviting.
___ Pick up from the Billy office:
___ lemonade, ice tea and water urns, tea box
At the Gathering:
___ Arrive on the first day to set up snacks and beverages.

___ Assemble volunteer assistance
___ Set up the snack table:
___ Organize snacks that people bring
___ Set out a mix of snacks: sweet and salty, healthy
and less so
___ Check the table periodically between meals and
after dinner
___ Keep the table and serving dishes clean and the
table free of bags and trash
___ Refill the bowls and serving dishes
___ Return any cups and glasses left on the snack table
to kitchen
___ Check table periodically and keep table clean and
appealing
___ Set up the beverage stations:
___ Cups, mugs or plastic glasses
___ Regular and decaf coffee
___ Hot water
___ Tea bags, herbal and caffeinated
___ Hot cocoa packets
___ Sugar, honey, sweeteners
___ Half and Half, 2% milk, soy milk, rice milk
(refrigerate)
___ Iced tea and ice water (in summer)
___ Lemonade
After the Gathering:
___ Sweep entire Gathering site to bus dishes
___ Return clean cups remaining at water stations
___ Clean beverage area and snack table

___ Empty and clean coffee machines, lemonade and ice
cream urns
___ Sweep, mop and return area to original condition
___ Arrange for transport of urns, tea box and bags of
unopened food back to the Billy Office and store
appropriately

13. Workshop Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Board President regarding Advisory Board meeting

Before the Gathering:
___ Review the list of requested workshops
___ Contact the workshop leaders
___ Determine space and time needs for individual workshops
___ Ask presenter to bring a sign for their workshop
___ Ask if advance sign up is necessary
___ If any conflicts in content appear, consult with Gathering
Coordinator
___ Coordinate workshops with Ritual, Heart Circle, Kitchen and
No/Talent Coordinators to avoid scheduling conflicts
___ Determine workshop spaces, locations and times
___ Draw up daily schedules, listing titles, facilitator, locations
and times
___ Inform and clarify schedule to presenters
At the Gathering:
___ Arrive early, post signs and schedules
___ Manage conflicts

11a. Welcome & Support Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Site Preparation Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Assemble volunteer team: meet & greet, registration,
lodging, etc.
___ Create a schedule of volunteer time slots
___ Determine placement of the “Reception Table”
During the Gathering:
___ Drinking water, cups, food when needed
___ Find out meal times from the kitchen (should be on the
schedule posted out front)
___ Coordinate with the Registration, Lodging and
Volunteer Coordinators and their teams

Emotional Support Coordinator
___ Reflect on your experience at a Gathering
___ Plan a way to be available to provide emotional
support
___ Offer a small support group at an appropriate time
___ Pay particular attention to New Billys and Billykin

___ Recruit a few qualified and trusted people ahead of
time
___ Coordinate with Billy 101 presenter
___ Coordinate with Workshop Coordinator

Doing the Actual Meet & Greet:
Welcome each person warmly. For everyone, a warm greeting can help in the transition
from road trip to heart space. Eye contact is great, and hugs are nice if the person seems
ready. Use your intuition. Introduce yourself and others nearby if you have the time. First
time people’s names are marked on the registration form with “First Gathering.” Give
newcomers special attention.
Explain that you are going to check them in. The “sign-in” registration list is alphabetized
by last name. If you don’t know the person’s name, you can ask, “What’s your last
name?”
Read the nights indicated on the registration roster (with a “Y”) that the person
preregistered for and find out if the person still plans to stay for those nights. Circle each
night the person plans to stay. Cross out the nights which have changed.
If the registration list Comments indicates that a person needs to fill out a registration
form (or sign the waiver on it), then provide a copy of registration form to the new arrival.
Everyone who attends a Gathering should be pre-registered, although from time to time
there may be something (like the waiver signture) missing from their submitted form. If
someone arrives who has not preregistered, that person needs to talk with the Gathering
Coordinator. Talk with a Gathering Coordinator before agreeing to allow any unregistered
person to attend the Gathering. (the late policy provides a mechanism for late arrivals)
Note any missing registration information indicated in the Comments area. For example,
the person may need to sign an insurance release form or may need to add other
information. Situations may arise that are problematic. Don’t stress about it. Just write a
description of what happened, and note any questions, in the Comments section of the
registration list or on a separate piece of paper, and the R.C. will handle it later.
Give each person a roster and have the person check his or her information for
correctness. If corrections are needed, write them in the Comments of the registration list.
We have printed enough rosters for each attendee to have one.
Orient each person to the Gathering facility. Point them to the location of nearby rest
rooms and the dining hall. If no Lodging staff are available, also show the person where
his or her sleeping space is or where the camping areas are. If the person is new to the
Gathering site, someone nearby may be willing to show the newcomer around.
Ask if the person has any questions and do your best to answer them.
Direct each driver to park in the parking lot after unloading.
Pass the person on to Volunteer staff (and the Lodging staff). If no Volunteer staff are
available, direct the person to the volunteer sign-up sheets, and let them know that it is
expected that they sign up for one volunteer duty for each two nights they are staying at
the gathering.
Finally, remember to give people the Registration Hug before they move on, if they seem
open to it.
(much of the above is redundant if a registration sub-coordinator is present)

9. Billy Boutique Coordinator
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator
Before the Gathering:
___ Determine number of volunteers needed
___ Find a location for the boutique
___ Determine times operation
___ Close during heart circles, rituals and key events
___ Confirm who will collect boutique money and accounting
sheets
___ Arrange date/time to pick up merchandise
___ Pick up and transport the following:___ Boutique
Supplies box including: receipt book, accounting sheets,
pens, marking pens and paper

___ CASH BOX
___ Merchandise
During the Gathering:
___ Set up tent and display rack in time to open on schedule (no
tent or display rack)
___ Display the merchandise visibly and attractively
___ Take care to avoid wrinkled, dirty or broken items
___ Keep the goods in good shape
___ Make a sign that indicates hours of operation
___ Announce when and where the boutique will be open
___ Promote Billy merchandise
___ Remind customers their purchase supports the Billy
community
___ Check the Volunteer Sign-up Sheets, solicit volunteers to fill
any gaps in your area
___ Train volunteers on club procedures for each sale

___ Issue a receipt to the customer including:
___ the item sold
___ price
___ total sale amount
___ whether cash, or check number, if applicable
___ Record the sale on the day’s accounting
___ Note each item sold on the inventory list
At the end of each day:
___ Total the sales on the day’s accounting sheet
___ Separately total your cash and checks and place into the
day’s envelope
___ Seal accounting envelope for each day and turn in to
designated board member
At the End of the Gathering:
___ Inventory all merchandise
___ Repack all unsold merchandise in original boxes
___ Tape revised inventory list on the top of box.
___ Disassemble the tent
___ Return items to the Billy Office and store appropriately

19. Auctioneer Coordinator	
  
Contacts:
___ Gathering Coordinators
___ Resource Coordinator
___ Volunteer Coordinator

Before the auction:
___ 5 months prior - accept Auction Coordinator
position
___ 4 months prior - work with the General
Coordinators on the theme
___ Enlist someone to be a “Master of Ceremonies/
Auctioneer”
___ 4 months prior - start acquiring items: gift
certificates, art objects, pledges of services, etc.
___ 3 months prior - start selecting and developing
Auction volunteers
___ 2 months prior - find a place to store items before
auction.
___ 1 month prior - arrange for items to be
transported/delivered to auction
___ 1 month - prior arrange for costumes, fabulous
camp and crowd-gripping activities that will make
people want to attend the auction
___ 2 weeks prior - work on details and eliminate
items that will go to the garage sale
___ 1 day prior - move auction items to site
___ Conceive an imaginative display arrangement
___ Set up and display items for previewing

Mounting the live auction:
___ Present items (a la Vanna White) during the
auction
___ Keep track of bidding
___ Accurately record high bid amount for each item
___ Accurately record paddle number of high bidder
for each item
___ Arrange to have unsold items returned to donator
or given to a charity
Mounting the silent auction:
___ 1 day prior - move auction items to site
___ Hold the auction as an event: fashion show,
comedy skits, etc.
___ Arrange to have unsold items returned to donator
or given to a charity
Ideas for auctionable Items / services:
___ Travel Awards and Airlines Miles
___ Weekend Event tickets
___ Unusual Experience: hot air balloon ride, a chef
comes to your home and cooks a meal, music
written and performed for you, etc.)
___ Gift Items
___ Art objects, paintings, sculptures, jewelry, etc…
___ Fabrics and unique clothing and accessories
___ Hats and fabulous stuff to wear and play in
___ Household items
___ Electronics

___ Services such as computer or auto repairs,
carpentry, massage, color consulting, painting,
accounting, estate planning, etc.

